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Abstract
Artificial intelligence (AI) assisting with antimicrobial prescribing raises significant
moral questions. Utilising ethical frameworks alongside AI-driven systems, while considering infection specific complexities, can support moral decision making to tackle antimicrobial resistance.
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1

AI antimicrobial decision making is morally complex

Antimicrobials are drugs that kill or inhibit the growth of bacteria. The use or overuse of
antimicrobials is a major driver of antimicrobial resistance (AMR) in humans [1]. AMR is now
a leading global cause of mortality, killing more people than HIV or malaria in 2019 [2]. To address AMR, a multi-modal approach is required that includes improving diagnosis, developing
new antimicrobials, and critically preserving the effectiveness of our currently available agents.
Recently, artificial intelligence (AI), and in particular machine learning (ML) and deep learning
(DL) techniques, have shown great promise for providing decision support in healthcare, with
models achieving accuracy on par and even above that of human experts [3, 4]. Within the field
of infection, models that support decision making have been developed to select appropriate
antimicrobials and, more recently, predict COVID-19 outcomes [5–7]. Additionally, AI is now
being applied in combination with diagnostic techniques to predict AMR development [8].
The development and adoption of AI-based decision support tools to support improved
antimicrobial use raises significant moral questions. Most notably, antimicrobial prescribing
decision support systems must, we argue, obtain a moral balance between the needs of an individual patient and those of wider and future society. Currently, when making decisions on
whether or not to prescribe antimicrobials to a patient, clinicians evaluate the potential risks
and rewards [9, 10]. Treating the patient may reduce suffering and disease progression, but
risks driving the evolution of AMR as well as causing adverse effects [1, 11]. Not prescribing
antimicrobials has the opposite risk/reward profile. National and local guidelines are important in decision making as they help clinicians follow evidence-based practice and understand
when specific drugs should be administered in certain situations. However, in our experience
the antimicrobial decision making process is highly individualised and unfortunately frequently
undertaken with limited information, meaning it is unclear which antimicrobial the infectious
pathogen is susceptible to, or even if the patient could recover without treatment. This often
results in difficult decisions that are not black-or-white, the consequences of which may or may
not help the patient and may or may not harm future populations. As such, the morally right
decision is often unclear. Incorporating such concepts into AI systems is complex but may
be supported by developing a consensus on the optimal approach to decision making in this
context. Within this text we aim to explore potential ethical frameworks and nuances that may
be applied to define what is ethical or not during the development of AI-based clinical decision
support systems (CDSSs) for antimicrobial optimisation.
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AI and ethical frameworks to support moral decision
making

Taking the perspective of a utilitarian ethicist, who believes that an action is only ’good’ if it
creates utility (frequently measured as happiness) [12], a moral balance may be achieved and
applied to the development of AI-driven CDSSs. Utilitarianism in healthcare can be evaluated
using multiple techniques. These include total, average, minimum and total-average utility
[12]. Maximising total-average utility is likely to be of greatest importance in the context of
AMR and healthcare, given it aims to optimise the average happiness for those people who
are currently alive [12]. This aligns with the UK’s General Medical Council (GMC) duties of
a doctor where the objective is to maximise that patient’s health and extend life, while also
considering wider society and providing equality [13]. Frameworks such as Bentham’s felicific
calculus are commonly used within utilitarianism and can be applied to antimicrobial decision
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making processes to quantify the utility of an action. Table. 1 provides an illustration of this
calculus and its application to the decision of starting antimicrobial treatment. When taken
as a whole this framework suggests that to justify prescribing antimicrobials, the intensity
and duration utility gained from the individual patient must outweigh the negative impact on
everyone else. The only utilitarian scenario when this could occur is with a utility monster,
who gains significantly greater sums of utility from actions. This seems improbable in our
reality and to maximise total-average happiness we must look to maintain all life [14]. Importantly though, certainty and propinquity can’t be defined without more information. As
such AI models can contribute towards utility evaluations through estimating the impact of
the selected agent on the development of AMR versus the likelihood of clinical efficacy. By
combining moral frameworks and AI-based CDSSs we can ensure the utility of an action can be
quantified and understand potential individual and societal implications. As discussed above,
decision making in antimicrobial prescribing is frequent and both morally and technically complex. Ensuring decisions are morally justified alongside utilising the analytical prowess of AI
systems would thus support decision making and help address AMR by reducing inappropriate
antimicrobial prescribing.

Table 1: Overview of Bentham’s felicific calculus variables and example application to starting antimicrobial
treatment.
Variables

Description

Exemplar of starting
antimicrobial treatment

Corresponding ad-hoc
utility value

Highly positive utility

Intensity

How strong is the pleasure?

Treating a relevant infection with
antimicrobials has the potential to save
that person’s life

Duration

How long will the pleasure last?

Any extension of life is immeasurable
while it is reasonable AMR will
continue in the near-term future

Positive utility

Certainty or uncertainty

How likely or unlikely is it that the
pleasure will occur?

Limited information often means
treatment may or may not be helpful
and there is always an inherent risk of
developing AMR

Neutral utility, without more
information

Propinquity

How soon will the pleasure occur?

Treatment can be effective
immediately however the same is true
for the evolution of AMR

Neutral utility, without more
information

Fecundity

The likelihood of further sensations of
the same kind

-

Unable to assign

Purity

The likelihood of not being followed by
opposite sensations

-

Unable to assign

How many people will be affected?

Prescribing antimicrobials effects the
patient and those close to them, while
the development of AMR is a certainty
and may affect everyone, causing
significant suffering and mortality

Extent
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Immense negative utility

Alternatively, deontological or virtue-based frameworks may be explored. Deontology applies duty-based ethics to determine if an action is morally good or bad based on whether
one acts in accordance with our duty [15]. Duty-based ethics is very amenable to rule-based
decision making, as such one could attempt to figure out what the perfect and imperfect duties are in this situation, based on, for instance, Kant’s categorical imperative [16]. The UK’s
GMC ’duties of a doctor’ or the Hippocratic oath can be considered a more deontology focused
approach given care of the patient is of primary concern [13]. Although these principals were
designed to be generalist and are not tailored for the significant ethical dilemma posed by antimicrobial prescribing. Virtue ethics on the other hand focuses on the moral character of the
person carrying out actions, an assessment of which can be made based on comparisons with
a virtuous person who possesses and embodies the virtues [17]. In this context, virtues would
need to be defined and the question of ’What would a virtuous person do?’ considered. One
could argue that virtuous clinicians may act as moral exemplars for complex decision making
[18], but common moral dilemmas arise in the context of decision making to address AMR. For
example, weighing up the potential number of lives lost and taking action to reduce the number
of deaths versus having personal responsibility for an individual’s outcome [14], and whether
acting under a high pressure situation is the same as not acting. By comparing other ethical
frameworks to a utilitarian perspective, we can insinuate that different ethical stances may
have contrasting viewpoints on what is considered morally right with regards to prescribing
antimicrobials. Therefore, depending on the developers, regulators and users stance, different
frameworks and levels of tolerance could be considered within AI-driven CDSSs.
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Technological and clinical considerations

Developing moral AI-driven CDSSs that incorporate appropriate ethical frameworks may support the wider adoptions of such systems. However further technological and infection specific
clinical factors need to be considered [19, 20]. To start with, how should information be combined to reach a morally good decision? Important considerations required for decision making
are unlikely to be processed through one model. For example, one system may output the anticipated antimicrobial risk/ reward profile to the patient while another produces a prediction
for the likelihood of AMR development. As such, some sort of aggregation model or function
will be required [21], which gets particularly complex when patients’ preferences are taken into
account as is the case with shared decision making [10]. This leads on to the question of who is
accountable for AI assisted decisions. What happens if a clinician ignores or disagrees with the
CDSS, or if recommendations lead to unexpected negative consequences, on either the patient
or the public side? Currently, clinicians are responsible for their actions and in case of dispute
must provide a rational and justification. Similar accountability is likely to be required for
the developers of such AI-based systems, particularly in areas of high consequence and moral
dispute such as infectious diseases. This brings up the issue of transparency. Complex deep
learning models are often considered black boxes with limited explainability and interpretability. A significant amount of research is trying to tackle this problem [18, 22], but what is
acceptable for an antimicrobial prescribing decision is yet to be fully defined. Finally, a model
is only as good as the data used to train it, and as such large, diverse and representative
datasets must be used to prevent harm and inequality for minority and disadvantaged groups.
This is particularly apparent for infectious diseases where people of different ethnic/racial backgrounds have different infection-related risks and outcomes, and research has shown a strong
association between poor socioeconomic status, increased rates of infection and AMR [23, 24].
This has been emphasised during the COVID-19 pandemic where patients from Black, Asian
and minority ethnic (BAME) groups or individuals with co-morbidities have seen significantly
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worse treatment outcomes than those from a white background or with no underlying health
conditions [7]. A large number of AI-based CDSSs were developed to assist with COVID-19
however most models suffered from significant biases and lack of generalisation [7]. These issues
highlight that due to the complex and regulated nature of healthcare, additional factors must
be considered when evaluating the morality of AI-based CDSSs.
As AI-driven CDSSs are developed to optimise antimicrobial use, greater focus on how these
algorithms are trained and developed in an ethical and fair manner is required. Considering
antimicrobial prescribing, expert opinion often deviates depending on the specific scenario,
while relying on a single methodology such as an antibiogram can be unreliable or not correlate
with expected response. As such when tackling clinically uncertain problems, relying on the
latest gold standard information from a more holistic and local perspective, as well as employing powerful ML techniques to uncover unknown relationships can be perceived as a favourable
approach. Ultimately the aim of an AI-driven CDSS for antimicrobial prescribing is to drive behaviour change in a way that optimises treatment outcome, whilst minimising the development
of side effects or AMR. Such systems will need to provide prescribers with a high confidence
in their prescribing recommendations for a given patient so they can fulfill their ’duties of a
doctor’, while also incorporating, for example, a utilitarian society benefit. How to best present
this information to a clinician and drive a change in prescribing behaviour through an AI tool
is an important question. The co-design of systems has been proposed to assist CDSS adoption
and transparency [25]. While carrying-out AI literacy training, understanding what behaviour
change is needed and how the tool fits into the clinical prescribing workflow are vital to ensure
impact and appropriate patient and doctor engagement. For infectious diseases specifically, additional factors must be investigated. The evolutionary process of pathogenic microorganisms
and thus the development of AMR occurs on a human life timescale. Hence, when tackling
AMR, AI should be temporally dynamic so that it is sensitive to microbiological evolutionary. In addition, systems should be geographically revised given infectious diseases, resistance
rates, and antimicrobial availability vary dramatically by region [1]. Moreover heterogeneity is
needed with regards to antimicrobial prescribing, because uniform treatment drives AMR [1].
These factors increase the importance of algorithmic transparency and accessibility of live local
medical data. Applying AI to support optimal antimicrobial prescribing is therefore a complex
but a crucial endeavor to try and counteract AMR.
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Conclusion

Moral frameworks have been designed to help humans make ethical decisions. As our species
advances into a new age with AI we must draw from these principals and adapt them as appropriate, to enable ’intelligent’ decision systems to tackle global problems, such as the emerging
AMR crisis, in a moral way. The development of AI-driven CDSSs for antimicrobial prescribing should help to tackle AMR, but such systems must additionally conform to the specific
requirements of modern infectious diseases medicine.
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